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A Home Among the Trees 
(10mins) 

Theo Wang Local conservationists work to protect bird habitats in Scott Creek, Adelaide, 
Australia

A Pangolin's Tale (25mins) Gary Yip Join Djimon Hounsou on an epic adventure to learn about the many threats 
pangolins face around the world

A Trout with Feathers (9mins) Mariah Lundgren Mike Forsberg on his quest to photograph the American dipper diving 
underwater in the Poudre River

A White Dream (Un Reve Blanc) 
(53 mins)

Mathieu Le Lay In love with images and the cold, the wildlife photographer Jérémie Villet travels 
alone through the white deserts of the northern hemisphere 

Among the Corals (26mins) Marine conservationists examine life amongst the corals the hope for the future

Anima (13mins) Jennifer Jessum What different faiths teach about compassion, animals, and the environment

 Bajo El Bermejo (22mins) Fernando Pacheco Oceanologist & underwater photographer, feels both visceral fear and attraction 
for the sea

Bear Witness (12mins) Neil Ever Osborne Sea ice loss impacts on polar bear populations in Canada

Belo Monte - After The Flood (52 
Mins)

Todd Southgate An exploration of the history and consequences of one of the world's most 
controversial dam projects, built on the Xingu River in the heart of the Brazilian 
Amazon

Big Bend: The Wild Frontier of 
Texas (52mins) 

John Murray,  Jamie 
Fitzpatrick

Roam the Wild West frontier land of the Rio Grande’s Big Bend.

Black And White Big Cats (Félins 
Noir sur Blanc) (53mins) 

Mathieu Le Lay Mathieu Le Lay shakes up the codes of animal documentary with a monochrome 
aesthetic

Brave Mission (27mins) Mark Vins Host Mark Vins is teaming up with the Rangers of Virunga National Park to 
search for some of the last remaining Mountain Gorillas in the Congo

Butterfly (5mins) Frank Goodman Dundalk See life through the eyes of a butterfly

Buzz Pollen Nation (9mins) Mike Machian Bombus occidentalis, the Western Bumblebee has experienced steep decline

Cabrera (54 Mins) Toni Escandell Cabrera experiences an explosion of biodiversity that is hard to observe outside 
this archipelago

Centinels (46mins) Roario Jimenex Gili SENTINELS is the story of people living with climate change in immediate, 
specific ways

Colonies in Conflict (1hr13mins) Rajani Mani First-person account of how expanding cities are wiping out native bee 
populations

Corky (1hr 25mins) Christine Caruso Corky is the world’s longest-held orca in captivity 

Counting Cranes (12 mins) Mariah Lundgren Imagine trying to count hundreds of thousands of birds in a matter of seconds

Curacao: The Coral Rescuers of 
the Caribbean (52 mins) 

Florian Guthknecht Two biologists are testing a new scientific approach to make corals more 
resilient for the future

Dark Green: Alone in the Amazon 
& Conservation Story (54mins) 

Jesper Buijvoets & Aage 
Van Meerwijk

Paul Rosolie visits the Amazon alone, to learn more about this last remaining 
wilderness.

Deep In The Heart (1hr 43mins) Ben Masters Diverse landscapes and remarkable wildlife in a stunning celebration of what 
makes Texas unique

 Depois do Fogo (16mins) Marco Carvalho Inhabitants of Pantanal, Brazil discuss their lives a year after the 2020 fires

Dipsas Speaks (6mins) Craig Leon A voice is given to threatened fauna in Ecuador through Dipsas Kebbai, a local 
snake. 

Dourado (18mins) Marx Braga Find out how the Tamarin is intertwined with the history of the forest & the 
history of Brazil
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ECRICC (9mins) Ommcom Media The Indian coastline will hit hard by climate change, affecting 250 million people. 
What can be done?

EL PARAJE (1hr 16mins) Human impact on Nature Reserve, Malaga, Spain

Extremadura: A Natural Paradise 
in Europe  (1hr 27mins) 

Carlos Perez Romero A paradise of natural life awaits in Extremadura

Facing Grizzlies (52mins) Chris Aikenhead Wildlife cinematographer Phil Timpany faces down grizzlies and captures their 
unique habits

Finding Sanctuary (19mins) Jack Wooton Explores the legal landscape of keeping primates as pets in private homes 
across USA

Flight of the Wood Stork (7mins) Christin Lin Can Wood Storks survive in Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, Florida?

Flight of the Puffin (13mins) RAKEL DAWN HANSON Opposing activities, puffin hunting and puffin conservation in Iceland.

Free Billy (52mins) Marshall Corwin Taken from the wild in Malaysia as a baby, Billy has lived a mostly solitary life in 
Los Angeles Zoo

Filmmakers Series Various  Candid and conversational accounts of the trials and tribulations of a selection 
of WCFF filmmakers

Gardiens des Petites Bêtes 
(21mins)

Pierre Antoine carpenter Drama- French Eco warrior kids take on the mayors office to implement 
sustainable practices

Ghosts of New York (57mins) Craig P. O’Connell Using never-before-seen shark technology to uncover the secrets of nature’s 
most elusive shark off the coast of New York

Giants of Big Sur California 
Condor Stories (20mins)

Ross Thomas Ross Thomas explores inspiring stories of the critically endangered California 
condor

Golden Monkeys (50mins) Manuel Catteau, Patrick 
Morris

Follow Golden-snub-nosed monkeys to witness their captivating and rarely seen 
behaviour

Grounded (11mins) Jordan Hoffmaster Explores the topic of lead poisoning in scavengers, particularly golden eagles

HA NII TOKXW -  Our Food Table 
(40mins) 

Farhan Umedaly  Indigenous struggle to protect their traditional lands and food table in British 
Columbia

Hellbent (19mins) Justin Grubb, Annie Roth Community members to band together to fight for the rights of their people 
and nature in Pennsylvania, USA

Homes for Hoppers (13mins) Leo Thom The large marsh grasshopper, needs help to avoid extinction in the UK

Hidden Nature in Guinea Bissau 
(47 mins)

Carlos Perez Biologist Raúl León leads us in search of that hidden life through a labyrinth of 
88 islands

High Plains Wild (14mins) Mariah Lundgren Ongoing efforts by biologists and researchers in protecting bighorn sheep in 
Nebraska 

Hispania: Land of Rabbits 
(52mins) 

Jose Luis Rodriguez Can the rabbit help the survival predatory animals of Iberia?

Introducing The Indigo (4 mins) Laura Albritton A  short film for young people about a remarkable threatened species: the 
Eastern indigo snake

In The Shade Of Rhinos  (14mins) Antoine Janssens The importance and power of education in Rhino poaching territories

It's Time To Listen (7mins) Louisa Gilbert How do whales communicate when the underwater landscape is free from noise 
pollution?

Toto is followed for the first 3 years of her life in the Masai Mara.

 Jade Eyed Leopard (44mins) Dereck & Beverley Joubert

Joy (22mins) Aner Etxebarria A mother combines life at home with the protection of the last mountain gorillas 
living in freedom 

Kasigau (12mins) Natalie Prolman, Mandy 
Miranda 

Co-development of sustainable economic development pathways in Kenya 
presented by Barack Obama

Kalahari (1hr 37mins) Pierre Stine New science from world experts reveals that collaboration plays a major role in 
animal evolution

Keepers of the Blue (23mins) Tomas Koeck The Ocean. One of the last frontiers?

Koketi (25mins) Chad Galloway The Caribou are fundamental to a unique tribe in Canada, we follow the story of 
their recent demise 

Last of the Wild (7mins) Christoffer von Reis How New Zealand became the first country to grant a river legal personhood 
status
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La Voz del Mar -  Hope for 
Hawksbill Turtles (7mins)

John Bougher Today, grassroots conservation is delivering renewed hope for hawksbills in El 
Salvador. 

Little Stream Big Magic (7mins) Ian Shive A trout species pushed to the brink of extinction is making a remarkable 
comeback in West Virginia

Living on the Edge (14mins) Antonia Salter In a rapidly warming world how are seabirds suited to deal with the new  
conditions?

LOGGERHEAD (17mins) Guillaume Couche Scientists and local NGOs engage in a race against time to protect endangered 
Loggerhead sea turtles

Maydayterranean (35mins) Sabine M. Probst Portrays the problems of the Mediterranean Sea as well as the beauty it still has 
to offer

Madagascar's Weirdest Jungle 
Masters (45mins)

Peter Lamberti These extraordinary and bizarre animals have mastered their emerald forest 
world

Madagascar's Weirdest Forests of 
Wonder (45mins)

Peter Lamberti Madagascar's creatures have developed some of the strangest survival 
methods nature has to offer

Malpelo: Mountain of Sharks 
(14mins)

Kevin Mannens Illegal fishing may soon deplete this natural wonder and UNESCO heritage site 
of its natural wonders

Mamody: The Last Baobab 
Digger (52mins) 

Cyrille Cornu In the arid southwest of Madagascar,  the rains fall only a few times a year. The 
inhabitants of the small village of Ampotaka found a unique solution to store 
water.

Mediterranean: Life Under Siege 
(1hr 30mins) 

Fred Fougea  Life under siege reveals the wonders of an astonishingly rich yet very fragile 
living world. 

My Wild Backyard: New York City 
(14mins) 

Jacob Steinberg  Wildlife filmmaker Jacob Steinberg gives us an insider’s tour of the Big Apple’s 
wild backyard

Mt Suswa - Life of a Volcano Oliver Goetzl Volcanoes are not the ideal place for wildlife, but Mt.Suswa in Kenya is a volcano 
like no other.

Nature's Magic Moments 
(50mins)

Christian Baumeister See nature with new eyes, where every moment is a feast for the senses

Nest 38 (13mins)  Tegan Good A pair of Banded Dotterels attempt to defy the odds to raise their chicks on a 
hostile beach.

Ocean Angels (33mins) Ran Levy-Yamamri Ocean Angles aims to inspire more and more people to care for the ocean.

Ocean Guardians (18mins) Selket Kaufman The journey of humpback whales as they migrate between Alaska and Hawaii

Okavango (1hr 33mins) Dereck & Beverley Joubert

 Okefenokee Destiny (14mins) Suzan Saterfield A love letter from locals to a deeply mysterious and largely unknown swamp

Pantanal: A Charred Wetland 
(14mins) 

Laura Peenafort The consequences of wildfires in the heart of Brazil

Part of the Pack (1hr 20mins) Isabelle Groc, Mike McKinlay Explores the ambiguous love story between humans and wolves

Path of the Bear (22mins) Paolo Sodi Chris Morgan travels to Italy to learn about the conservation of the Marsican 
brown bear

Purple Haze (1hr 15mins) Zach Steinhauser The Purple Martin has managed to become almost completely dependent on 
man-made structures to nest

Rangers of Ulaan Taiga (13mins) Eric Draft Ulaan Taiga Rangers dedicate their lives to the national parks and protected 
areas of Mongolia

Real Fur (1hr 29mins) Taimoor Choudhry Taimoor Choudhry becomes an educated consumer through his conversation 
with animal rights experts

Red Journey (15mins) Bruna Arcangelo Crime and the preservation of the Amazon river dolphins

Return to Alaska (1 hr 8mins) Beat Bieri Bear researcher Reno Sommerhalder returns to Alaska to gather his food from 
nature

Restoring Italy's Wild Heart 
(16mins) 

Olly Pemberton Restoring the native ecosystem with the people in the Apennine Mountain, Italy

Restoration: 10,000 Bison in a 
Suitcase on a Plane

Mike Wivell What is the future of bison conservation and restoration? 

Return of the Rhino (32mins) Joanna Craig and Buck 
O'Donoghue

In 2021, black rhino returned to the wilds of Gonarezhou after a 30 year absence
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Returning England's Forgotten 
Frog (8mins) 

Katie Garrett The demise of the pool frog in East England since 1990's.

 Rhapsody for a Rock Wren 
(13mins)

Lauren Schaer Rhapsody for a Rock Wren is an exploration of the human-nature connection  
with a tiny alpine bird

Save the Horns (19mins) Marc Vins, Eric Leemon  Poaching, habitat loss, and genetic fragmentation have collectively pushed 
rhino populations to the brink of extinction.  This is the reality of the fight to save 
rhinos

Sagebrush Gold (23mins) Marcus Widger Can a lithium mine being built in Nevada's remote sagebrush desert promises a 
greener future?

Sea To Sculpt (6mins) Gage Dean Hingeley Journey blending sculpture and nature to create new series, 'Migration'

Secret Life of a Pond (26mins) Ross Birnie A micro safari bringing you up close to the weird and wonderful creatures that 
fight to survive every day in your own back garden

Secrets of the Basking Shark 
(25mins) 

Dr. Natasha Phillips Explore and understand a mysterious, endangered creature that swims by our 
shores unnoticed

Sri Lanka: Leopard Dynasty 
(43mins) 

Thivanka R Perera Sri Lanka’s lowlands are home to one of the highest leopard populations on 
earth

Stranded: A Whale Rescue Tale 
(29mins) 

James Powell, Bruce Nairn A community of scientists, biologists and bystanders work to save five stranded 
pilot whales 

Tarangire Our Heritage, Our 
Future (30mins) 

Hans Cosmas Explore the wonders of the Tarangire ecosystem and the people of Tanzania

Team Lioness (7mins) ifaw.org One of the first all-women ranger units in Kenya

The Amazon: Over the Edge 
(15mins) 

Diego Bilbao A  biologist explores the largest tropical forest on the planet: The Amazon

The Awakening of the 
Vietnamese Elephant (17mins) 

Terese Carante A story of resilience and trust between two species who have always lived 
alongside each other

The Blue Forest  (35mins) Philip Hamiliton Changing environmental conditions are severely challenging the resilience of 
Kelp & Seaweed

The Cult of The Natural History of 
Mexico (45mins) 

Miguel Ángel Sicilia A celebration of the biodiversity and ecological complexity in Mexico

The Devil's Rapids (2hrs 5 mins) Andre Desrochers 10 legends straight from the Foams of Hell of the Lachine Rapids

The Forest Gardener (23mins) Barbara Cal Efforts for the conservation of The Muriquis, monkeys of the genus Brachyteles 
in Brazil

The Good The Bad The Slow 
(62mins) 

Hans Glassman Conservation effort to protect wildlife in Red Cliffs Desert Reserve

The Ghost Rainforest (10mins) John Davies Indigenous activist Narubia Werreria visits a rare rainforest on the West Coast of 
Scotland.

The Great Connector: The Story 
of the Lawrence Hopewell Trail 
(17mins) 

Thomas Joseph Bentey How local governments and big corporations can come together to create 
something wonderful

The Land of the Bear (25mins) Constantinous Christou Marsican Brown Bears imprinted their legacy in the Apennines centuries ago. 
What is its future?

The Ocean Solution (14mins) Darcy Hennessey Farming pioneer whose vertical kelp and shellfish farms can transform the way 
food is produced

 The Power of Activism (53mins) Steven Pasvolsky Six spirited female activists ascertain the financial impact of their environmental 
solutions

The Quest For Nature (1hr 2mins) Jean- Charles Granjon A free diver must leave the ordinary world behind before setting off on this 
adventure

The Silence of the Impenetrable 
(1hr 10mins) 

Ignacio Robayna NGO's work together to protect 230,000 hectares after its owner is murdered 
in Argentina

The Tool (50mins) Alvaro Mendoza How different wild species use tools may help us to understand how the animal 
mind works

The Witness Is a Whale (52mins) Nick Dean & Cheryl Dean A detective story uncovering a massive illegal and secret slaughter of over 
200,000 whales

 The Wild Gardener (60mins) John Murray,  Jamie 
Fitzpatrick 

Wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson returns home to Ireland  to 
transform his childhood garden
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They Belong: The Return To Banff 
National Park (51mins) 

Mike Wivell The film visits a milestone in bison conservation efforts within Canada

Tiger on the Rocks (55mins) Cathryn Vasseleu Tasmanian Tigers once roamed throughout Australia, leaving lasting 
connections.

Tree with Orange Rings (14mins) Kyle Dudgeon A family of great Gray owls in Montana whose habitat is threatened by a logging 
project

Truluck (22mins) Matt Cannon Window cleaner Steve Truluck helps others fulfil their dreams of seeing Orcas

Turtle Odyssey (40 mins) Paul Phelan, David Gross, Follow the most majestic and ancient creatures on Earth. Narrated by Russell 
Crowe

Turtles on the Hill (21mins) Carolyn Decker A dedicated community conservation group help population of rare turtles

Uncharted Waters  (24mins) Molly Dennis Four young people with diverse connections to Howe Sound/ Atl’ka7tsem 
confront an uncertain future.

Voices of the Blue (10mins) Julia Bahlsen Emotional connections highlight the importance in ensuring success of 
Revillagigedo Marine Park, in the Pacific Ocean,

Water We Doing: The Global 
Mission To Clean Water (1hr 
6mins) 

Daniel Gatzke How we can use science, engineering and innovation to tackle a global water 
crisis?

We Trees (2mins) Sam Kauffmann Ever wonder what trees think of us, now that we have created a global climate 
crisis? 

Westward Wings (11mins) Jordan Hoffmaster Researcher Maggie Hirschauer learns more about the monarch butterfly 
population in western Montana. 

What Fish Want (60mins) Christoph Walder Deterioration of the diverse Inn River in Tyrol, and the  disappearance of its fish 
stocks.

When the Ocean Turns Black 
(30mins) 

Ran Levy-Yamamri Oil spills can happen anywhere and anytime, but are we prepared to avoid and to 
prevent them?

Wild Isles (1hr 30mins) Jon Cleave An exploration of the people and communities conserving and restoring 
Britain's natural habitats 

Wolves on the Margin (7mins) Issac Rowland Should there be more stringent measures to protect the wolves of Yellowstone 
National Park?

Yellowstone 88 (5mins) Jerry Van de Beek, Betsy 
de Fries

Short animation about wildfires in Yellowstone Park in 1988 na the importance of 
rebirth in nature.
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